
VARIANT 1 

1. Listen to the text and find the true or false statements. 

On Parrots 
 

Vocabulary: tame –ручний, свійський, whistle -свистіти, stream of chatter – потік щебету, 

базікання, overeat -переїдати, noble – шляхетний, благородний, feathers- оперення. 

 

Parrots are becoming one of the most popular pets in America - and for good reason. The 

parrot is an extraordinary bird that can be taught to talk, can be easily cared for, and can create a 

fantasy-like atmosphere anywhere. With the help of an energetic parrot owner, a parrot can 

develop an enormous vocabulary. In addition, a parrot can be trained to say 'pretty boy' or 'Polly 

wants a cracker,' and it also can learn to whistle or even to imitate human singing. " 

No matter what an owner decides to teach a bird, training a parrot takes much patience, but 

the reward is a stream of chatter. Another reason for the parrot's popularity is that this pet does 

not require much care. For example, even a spoiled parrot does not need a house sitter for the 

purpose of daily walks and daily feeding. In fact, a parrot owner may leave his or her pet with 

enough food- for five days and have no fear that the parrot will overeat. Still another advantage 

of owning a parrot is its inexpensive diet, which consists of an assortment of seeds, nuts, corn, 

and grain - along with an apple, banana, or carrot. 

Perhaps the most likely reason the parrot is becoming such a well-liked pet is that it is a 

combination of tameness and wildness. Because the parrot can live in almost any environment, it 

makes a fine, tame companion for many people. In addition, because it can be easily trained, it is 

a delightful performer. At the same time, its colourful feathers give it an air of the mystery of the 

parrot's native home, the jungle. Thus, the parrot, once a highly valued gift presented to kings 

and noble families, is now appreciated by a growing number of people. 

Mark if the following statements are true (A) or false (B). 

1. Parrots are becoming one of the most popular pets in Great Britain. T\F  

2. The parrot is an extraordinary bird that can be taught to talk, can be easily cared for, and can 

create a fantasy-like atmosphere anywhere. T\F 

3. With the help of a stick, a parrot can develop an enormous vocabulary. T\F 

4. It also can learn to whistle or even to imitate human singing. T\F 

5. It doesn't take much patience, while training a bird. T\F 

6. The bird doesn't require much care. T\F 

7. A parrot needs inexpensive diet, which consists of seeds, nuts, corn and grain, along with the 

vegetables. T\F 

8. The parrot makes a fine, tame companion for many people. T\F 

9. The parrot is a delightful performer. T\F 

10. The parrot, once a highly valued gift presented to kings and noble families, is not appreciated 

now by people. T\F 

 

2. Read the text below, and chose the word which best fits each gap from the list below. 

 

English in Europe 
English has without a 1) ______________ become the second language of Europe and the world. 

European countries which have most 2) ______________ assimilated English into daily life are 

England's neighbours in Northern Europe: Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, and the 3) 

____________ of Scandinavia.  

The situation is so 4) ______________ that any visitor to the Netherlands will soon be 5) ______ 

of the pressure of English on daily life: television, radio and print 6) __________ it into every home 

and the schoolyard 7) _____________ of children; advertisers use it to 8) __________ up their 

message, journalists take refuge in it when their home-bred skills 9) ___________ them. Increasingly 



one hears the 10) ______________ that Dutch will give way to English as the national tongue within 

two or three generations ... 

 

1 a Question b doubt c problem d thought 

2 a successfully     b victorious c successful d lucrative 

3 a Rest b additional c remaining d extra 

4 a Plain b open c blatant d marked 

5 a Ignorant b aware    c oblivious   d acquainted 

6 a guide   b bring c shift d haul 

7 a Conversation b head-to-head     c consultation d dialogue 

8 a life     b energy c enthusiasm d pep 

9 a Succeed b fall c fail d fizzle 

10 a Feeling b posture c judgement d view 

 

3. Word Forming 

For questions 1-10 read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line 

to form a word that fits in the space in the same line (it can be grammar tense or prefixes 

either). 

The History of Man 
 

How long has man __1__ on earth? Let us travel 5,000 years into the 

past. We are in the days before man  ____2_______ to write. 
BE 

 LEARN 

Recorded history  _____________3___________ yet.  NOT BEGIN 

Let us go ___4________ into the past to 8,000 years ago.  

We __5___ in a world without cities or towns, houses or roads.  
 FAR 

BE 

Yet there are people, about five million of them, ____6_______ on all 

five continents.  
 LIVE 

They have cows and horses and they ___7_______the land.  FARM 

To find the  ___8_______ man we must go many hundreds of 

thousands of years into the past. 
 ONE 

 

The ___9______ true human being, Homo sapiens, appeared in Europe 

more than 50,000 years ago. 
 EARLY 

 

We can be proud of the progress the man ___10________ since then.  

 
 MAKE 

4. Writing Test  

 

1. Mobile telephones have become very popular nowadays. However, some people say that 

their use should be restricted. 

What can you say for and against using a mobile telephone? 

Write not less than 250 words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Зразок аркуша для студента 

 

Full name__________________________________________ 

 

Faculty ____________________________________________ 

 

Group number ____________________ Variant______ 

 

 

Task 1 

1. T F 

2. T F 

3. T F 

4. T F 

5. T F 

6. T F 

7. T F 

8. T F 

9. T F 

10. T F 
Points  

 

Task 2 

1 a B c d 

2 a B c d 

3 a B c d 

4 a B c d 

5 a B c d 

6 a B c d 

7 a B c d 

8 a B c d 

9 a B c d 

10 a B c d 
Points  

 

Task 3 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  
Points  

 

 

 

Task 4.  Writing test. 

 

 

 
 

 

Шкала оцінювання 

 

1завдання 

(аудіювання) 

10 питань по 2 

бали за кожне 

0-20 

2 завдання 

(лексика) 

10 питань по 2 

бали за кожне 

0-20 

3 завдання 

(граматика) 

10 питань по 3 

бали за кожне 

0-30 

4 завдання  

(письмо) 

15 речень (2 бали 

за кожне 

правильне 

речення) 

0-30 

Всього  0-100 балів 
 


